
INFINITI 13 Kw Insert

INFINITI WOOD INSERTS

Infiniti’s wood stoves are available as inserts. Using the 
same tried and trusted fireboxes as the freestanding units, 
these models are designed to be built into brickwork to 
give you that swisher look. They are manufactured with a 
built-in convection system. This funnels air around the outside 
of the hot firebox, bringing it back into the room as hot air. 
This increases the efficiency of the unit to just below that of 
the freestanding unit.

They are ideal for those existing homes that have a brick 
chimney as well as for new homes/renovations where 
chimneys are to be built. With the same high temperature 
combustion and long burn times of the freestanding units,  
these inserts are capable of heating large areas of home.

Available as standard with a 40mm black frame.

Available in the following versions:

INFINITI 10kw Insert

Unit Heat (Kw) Heat (m3)

Single Sided Insert 8kw 320

10kw 400

13kw 520

18kw 720

Double Sided Insert 14kw 560

18kw 720
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INFINITI 14 Kw Double Sided Insert

Insert being slid into 700 Double Sided Universal

WOOD INSERTS TO CONVERT EXISTING 
BUILT IN JETMASTER UNIVERSALS

These Infiniti inserts are designed to easily convert existing built in 
Jetmaster units to high efficiency wood stoves. By using a cutting 
torch or plasma cutter to cut away the unwanted internal parts of 
the existing Jetmaster,  enough space is created,  that you are able 
to slide our insert into the external remains of the Universal. Our 
steel frame covers up to the external dimensions of the existing 
Universal frame to give a tidy fit.

This means that our insert can be completely installed in less than a 
day without any damage or re-work to the walls around the existing 
universal. This saves a lot of dust and disruption  to the room as well as 
minimising the costs of changing to our powerful heat output insert.

Available in the following versions:

Completed Look

Unit Heat (Kw) Heat (m3) Converts

10 Kw Conversion 10kw 400 700D Universal

14 Kw Double Sided 
Conversion

14kw 560 700 Double Sided 
Universal

18 Kw Conversion 18kw 720 1050 Universal

18 Kw Double Sided 
Conversion

18kw 720 1050 Double 
Sided Universal
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